Abstract: Indium-point cells were fabricated in NMIJ/AIST using high grade indium samples purchased from some different metal sources. The quality of the indium-point cells were evaluated by conducting temperature measurements during the solid-liquid equilibrium condition, under which the indium fixed-point is defined. Comparisons of fixed-point temperature realized within the cells including the conventional and the newly developed ones were also conducted. The results of these comparisons, termed as direct cell comparisons, as well as the above mentioned temperature measurements under the solid-liquid equilibrium were used to evaluate the effect of impurities to the realization of the indium point. The present paper outlined the cell fabrication, the temperature measurements and the evaluation of impurity effect to the indium point realization.
Introduction
Continuing our studies concerning the development of new fixed-point cells including aluminium, zinc, tin and silver points, along with their measurements 1, 2, 3) , indium point cells have been fabricated. The fabrication is followed by the temperature measurements during a solid-liquid equilibrium condition where the indium fixed-point is defined. The following sections outline the cell fabrication and the related temperature measurements. Evaluation of the impurity effect to the indium point realization is also presented.
Apparatus

Fixed Point Cell
Two cells were newly fabricated: one using 6N nominal purity indium ingots and one using the blend of indium ingots and shots. The method of filling indium sample into its crucible follows that reported elsewhere 4) , namely, a set of graphite weights was used to insert a graphite thermometer well into a graphite crucible, where a fixed point metal was melted, under a pressurized argon gas within a closed graphite cylinder. All graphite parts were made of 5N-grade carbon and baked under a vacuum condition at 980 o C at least for 100 h. A cylinder cap equipped with an argon gas port for sealed the quartz cylinder. The argon gas port is connected to an argon gas supply system that includes an argon gas container, a vacuum pump and a pressure gauge. The gas supply system maintains the inner pressure of the cell.
The new cells as well as the existing one are listed in Table 1 . Cell TR0205E is the acting national standard.
Fixed Point Furnace
A fixed point furnace consisted of three zone heaters was used here for the realization of indium point. Each zone heater was equipped with a control unit for controlling the output of the heater in accordance with the target temperature. Thermal isolator wrapped the heaters for minimizing the heat leakage from the heaters. Each zone heater was introducing a thermocouple as a temperature sensor. The temperatures of the zone heaters were adjusted so as to produce the best immersion profile in the thermometer well. During the plateau realization, the voltage of each zone heater was monitored by means of a multimeter. Since the resistance of each zone heater is known, the heat added to or extracted from the indium sample, as well as the heat needed to maintain the indium sample at a certain temperature, can be calculated. This measurement was referred to our previous work on tin 5) and silver 6) . Figure 1 shows schematically the experimental apparatus.
Plateau Realization
The fixed point of indium is defined as a freezing point, namely, a point when a solid is formed in a liquid indium under atmospheric pressure. The formation of a solid in the liquid indium is conducted by a nucleation process. There are some methods used for this process. They can be classified as single solid-liquid surface method or multi solid-liquid surface method. In single solid-liquid surface method (SSL), the solid metal is expected to be formed only in the inner wall of the graphite crucible, while in multi solid-liquid surface method (MSL) it is also formed in other places, for example in the outer wall of the graphite thermometer well. The SSL is realized by only adjusting the temperature of the heaters, while the MSL by inserting a cold object into thermometer well or pulling out the fixed point cell. The SSL will be possible when the furnace has satisfactory performance to execute a programmed temperature adjustment. When this is not fulfilled, the MSL is preferred. The MSL is the most commonly used method in thermometry.
In this work, both SSL and MSL were applied to initiate the freezing process in the indium cell. For MSL, quartz rods were used to create solid layer in the outer wall of the thermometer well, while the furnace temperature is set some degree below the freezing temperature of indium. The SSL was realized in the present study through a series of furnace temperature settings as follows. The above temperature program was adjusted for minimizing overshooting by the furnace and for realizing a smooth freezing curve. From the freezing curves obtained at some T setting values, the gradients of the curves were determined. If the gradients are represented in terms of the rate of solidification, reflected by ∆T setting (=|T In -T setting |), Fig. 2 is obtained, where ∆T FP shows the gradient. Figure 2 shows that most of the cells have similar gradient value and a slight dependency of the gradient on the rate of solidification that can be observed at ∆T setting above 0.4 K. The SSL method and the MSL method produces solid mantle in different rate, as indicated by their earlier or later temperature recalescense after a supercooling. In a same nucleation process, different rate of solidification (∆T setting ) will also produce different temperature recalescense. In a representation as terms of the liquid fraction, F, where a maximum temperature is observed soon after the temperature recalescense, F peak , the gradient of freezing curve in Fig. 2 can be transformed into Fig. 3 . Figure 3 gives better picture for the dependence of the gradient on the rate of solidification. Except cell TR0221, all cells have a similar dependency of the gradient on the rate of solidification. The trend of the data seems lead to the gradient value of 0.1 mK at 1/F peak =1 where freezing point is defined, while the data scatter form a band of about 0.04 mK wide. At the present time, cell TR0205E, TR0220 and TR0221 were measured only based on the MLS method. Using cell TR0219, study on indium point realization using different nucleation methods was conducted. Measurements based on the MLS method were done twice (earlier and later in Fig. 3 ), intercepted by a series of measurements using SLS method. The later results by MLS are in excellent agreement with the later ones, implying that the system is reliable. Figure 3 shows no intersection between the results based on MLS and those on SLS. However, the trend of both results seems similar, so that it can be concluded that no significant difference may occur due to the nucleation method.
For cell TR0221 it is difficult to analyze the tendency of the data from the present result: two data with smaller gradients seem have same tendency with the other cell, while the other two data have not. It is expected that all cells, which were fabricated using 6N nominal purity samples, will have similar gradient value at the defined fixed point. The difference in gradient between cell TR0221 and the rest of cells may imply that a contamination may have occurred during the fabrication of cell TR0221. However, the difference in gradient of a level below 0.1 mK is hard to achieve by the present temperature measurement system. Therefore, it is proper to say that cell TR0221 is in the same level of purity with the rest of cells. 
Cell Comparisons
To confirm whether or not the fixed points realized by the cells have similar values, comparison measurements among cells were conducted. As transfer cell, cell TR0205E was used, while the cells compared are TR0220 and TR0221. The selection of TR0205E as transfer was based on the fact that this cell was participated in the key comparison CCT KC-3 7) , so that comparison to the regards of this cell will connect the cells TR0220 and TR0221 to the key comparison reference value of the CCT KC-3.
Measurements were conducted using systems each of which consisted of a platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) connected to a resistance bridge and standard resistor. Cell comparisons were done during freezing at the furnace temperature ∆T setting = 0.4 K.
The cell comparison results are represented in Fig. 4 . In average, as shown by a solid line in Fig. 4 , cell TR0205E was 0.038 mK lower than cell TR0220 with standard deviation of 0.049 mK, while it was 0.036 mK higher (see the dotted line in Fig. 4) than TR0221 with 0.040 mK standard deviation.
The cell comparison results for TR0205E vs. TR0220 in Fig. 4 show somewhat different behavior with that in Fig. 3 . If in Fig. 3 both cells have similar gradient, accordingly we expect for similar fixed point temperature, in Fig. 4 , cell TR0220 shows higher temperature than cell TR0205E. This, however, is still possible and may be subjected to the measurement uncertainty considering the dispersion of the data. The dispersed data in a plateau measured by the F18 resistance bridge formed a band with a width of about 0.1 mK. This reveals that evaluation of temperature difference below 0.1 mK using the present measurement system is difficult. In general, both Figs. 3 and 4 imply that cells TR0220 and TR0205E have higher temperature than cell TR0221. The difference among them, however, is not significant. If we look into temperature difference (y axis) around zero (near the temperature of cell TR0205E), where some data of cell TR0221 coexist with those of cell TR0220, there is still a chance that the three cells realize same temperature values. This fact enables us to treat cells TR0205E, TR0220 and TR0221 to have same realized temperature value with relatively wider uncertainty, 0.06 mK.
